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clean various junk and files which are

downloaded/installed along with the regular
programs. These unwanted files damage the
performance of the computer and they also

prevent the security from antivirus programs.
These files also contain viruses, spyware, and

Trojan. Removal of these files using Avast
Cleanup can provide a great relief for the

users. Avast Cleanup Premium Key Features: It
is available in the form of two editions, the

free and the paid. In the free edition, it
provides three functionalities namely, Cleanup

of RAM, Cleanup of cache memory, and
garbage collection. In the paid version, the

users can enjoy many features such as
Automatic removal of junk files and the

maintenance of the registry, defragmentation
and registry scanning, compression of file
sizes, and so on. Avast Cleanup Premium
Activation Code is the best software for

cleaning the junk files and the unwanted files
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and remove the viruses and spyware from the
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